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E d i T o r i a l

It gives us immense joy and satisfaction to finally 
introduce the Scribble  magazine. It is probably the 
first full digital magazine in Malawi. We believe we are 
in the new era with new philosophies and therefore in 
need of new innovations if we are to progress.

We have tried to bring out pure artistic creativity. 
Thus, we hope you will enjoy reading the magazine. 
The best thing about this it is that, it represents the 
creativity sides of various artists working together in 
order to come up with a single something. This issue 
includes articles, poems, short fiction, artworks and 
some philosophical thoughts.
We hope you will enjoy reading it as much as we 
enjoyed making it.

Any suggestions or criticism on the magazine will be 
most welcome.
The works on the magazine have been collected from 
various artists across Malawi; some are students and 
others are established artists. Submission of works is 
open to anyone from Malawi and beyond. 

This is a free digital magazine; no payments are 
expected for the product. The issue is available on 
www.scribble publication.com website. Get it, read it, 
and share with everyone.
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The Perfect Picture
“Every girl wants to hide the spots 
on her face because she wants to look 
like Rihanna” A student at chancel-

lor college so passion-
ate about writing. To 

him, writing and read-
ing form another self 

existing within.

an allegory depicting 
an unnamed person 

who has just been 
released from prison 

and he is travelling in 
the same road as ev-

ery other person. This 
road has many rules 
but two that prevail 

are that once a person 
steps into it “there is 

no turning back” (just 
the way time behaves) 
and there is no rest al-

lowed.

By Jonas Zaithwa Chisi

A word so rare to manifest in this world. The 
millennia youths are so engrossed with it 

through. Every youth wants to be that American 
idol on TV. The disillusionment with pretence 
and wanna-be culture has dragged youths to the 
very depths of destruction from within.
Every girl wants to hide the spots on her face 
because she wants to look like Rihanna and 
have fame among her male counterparts. What 
is not really manifested is the brokenness that 
she hides deep within, deep beyond the make-
up and the pretence. If the attention does not 
come then the solution is to lay her legs apart for 
every man to find refuge in her. What she does 
not really know is that she seeks acceptance at 
the expense of her own dear life. She is totally 
ignorant of her reproductive health and rights to 

jonaschisi7@gmail.com
0888461906

SHORT FICTION

ABSTRACT
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the extent that men use her as toilet paper and throw her deep in 
the latrine.
Now there is that boy taking on booze and smoke to get 
recognition among his peers. What he does after a night out 
he does not know. All he realises is that he wakes up beside 
a woman twice his age. He joins the gang in his area and 
intimidate girls to get up the ladder in the gang. He is involved 
in multiple sexual relationships just to prove his worth.
To ask a question, what do you, Malawian youth, get after 
engrossed yourself with acceptance but destroy yourself at the 
end of it all? To whom do you have to prove your worth apart 
from your very self? 
You do not live for somebody. You do not have to be that 
rock star to get fame among your peers. Anyway what is fame 
after all? Nobody has to pressure you to have multiple sexual 
relationships to prove your manliness. You are already a man 
enough the way you are. You a perfect picture and nobody 
should taunt your image with false hope. 



Mwana
Art by Fabiano

fabianogama200@gmail.com
0881 799 537
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Tears
 “Sharp, throbbing, and stinging”

Tears come out of a flame;
Sharp, throbbing, and stinging
Tears bite every beauty
At work, in the field
On a fall or up in a tree
Tears tear away all bliss
Before virtuous life vibrates ABSTRACT

CONTACT

BIO

William Khalipwina 
Mpina is a Malawian 

poet, fiction writer, 
economist and teach-

er. Many of his works 
appear in international 

literature magazines 
such as Kalahari re-

view, Literary Shang-
hai, Writers Space Af-
rica, Nthanda Review 
and Expound; and in 

nine local anthologies. 
His books include 

Shadows of Death and 
other poems (2016), 

Namayeni (2009) and 
Njiru (2003).

William Khalipwina Mpina

POEM

About the commonality of 
nature and the awareness 
that life is dynamic

mpinakhalipwina@yahoo.com
997256116



The Minister
  art by Blessme Phiri

0881 465 655
blessmephiri@gmail.com
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HOPE
“Appears, disappears, and re-
appears” A Malawian poet, 

fiction writer, 
economist and 

teacher. Many of 
his works appear in 

international literature 
magazines such as 

Kalahari review, 
Literary Shanghai, 

Writers Space Africa, 
Nthanda Review and 
Expound; and in nine 

local anthologies. 
His books include 

Shadows of Death and 
other poems (2016), 

Namayeni (2009) and 
Njiru (2003).

Optimism, getting 
focused and broad-

minded in the thicket 
of circumstances

William Khalipwina Mpina

 
Squeezing a bone in a mouth free of teeth
New hope appears, disappears and re-
appears
Staggering in the shadow of suspense
Kissing the heels of time singing of her 
youth
Downed by pride 
 
Hope whirls—
Appears, disappears, and re-appears
In a cacophony of confusion
Loaded with memories unbelievable
Trapped in a cobweb of life’s mist

mpinakhalipwina@yahoo.com
997256116
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Poem

0881 465 655
blessmephiri@gmail.com
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BULU SAGANIZA
“Mwa mwayi Bulu adafwamphuka 
ndi kuthawa koma akunjenjemera 
kuti adakafa.”

Dyson Gonthi

Mkango Ndi chirombo choopsa ndipo 
zirombo zambiri zikauona zimathawa 

kuopa kuti zingaphedwe. 
Kalekale mkango wina unakalamba 
kwambiri motero kuti umalephera kugwira 
nyama kuti udye. Pachifukwa chimenechi 
kawiri kawiri mkangowo umakhala ndi njala.
Tsiku lina mkangowo utakhalakhala 
udaganiza kulemba ntchito nkhandwe kuti 
nkhandweyo izigwira nyama kuti mkangowo 
usamavutike. Nkhandweyo poyamba 
idaganiza kuti mkangowo udafuna kuti uphe 
ndi kudya  nkhandweyo koma zinthu sizidali 
choncho.  Iwo unkafuna kuti nkhandweyo 
iziphera mkangowo chakudya.
Mkangowo udafotokozera nkhandweyo kuti 
iwo wafuna kulemba nkhandweyo chifukwa 

0999 408 770
paulinegonthi@yahoo.com

ABSTRACT

CONTACT

BIO

NTHANO

Nthano ya Bulu  
amene anajiwa ndi 

Mkango

Mlembi wa nthano 
zosiyanasiyana  za 

chikhalidwe
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ndi yochenjera komanso ndi yaliwiro. Nkhandwe idavomera 
kulembedwa ntchitoyo Ndipo nkhandweyo idavomeradi kugwira 
ntchitoyo pa udindo wake ngati nduna.
Nkhandwe idayamba kugwira ntchito yake bwinobwino 
kumakagwira nyama zina kumadera ena nkudzapereka kwa 
mkangowo. Pachifukwa chimenechi mkango uja sumavutikanso 
chakudya.
Tsiku lina nkhandwe ili kusakasaka mtchire idakumana ndi Bulu.  
Poti bulu ndi wa mphamvu chomwe nkhandwe idachita ndi 
kunamiza buluyo kuti mkango ukumufuna kuti akhale mlangizi 
wake wa mkangowo. Pomva zomwe nkhandwe idanena bulu 
adakana kwa ntuwa galu kuti alowe ntchitoyo. Iye adati sizoona 
koma kuti mkangowo ukufuna kudya buluyo.
Komabe nkhandwe idayesetsa kunyengerera buluyo kuti asaope 
ndipo kwa mkangowo azikakhala mosangalala.  Chifukwa 
chomunyengerera kenako bulu adavomera.
Ananyamuka limodzi ndi kukafika kwa mkango, mkangowo 
powona udatcha dobvu chifukwa idali nyama imene umayifuna 
kwambiri.
Buluyo atangoyandikira pango’ono, potinso mkangowo udali ndi 
njara, sudachedwe udamubwandira bulu uja. Mwa mwayi Bulu 
adafwamphuka ndi kuthawa koma akunjenjemera kuti adakafa.
Malinga ndi zomwe zidachitikazo nkhandwe idadzudzula 
mkangowo chifukwa chofulumira kumbwandira Bulu uja mmalo 
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moti ukadayamba wa munyengerera bwino. Chifukwa cha 
mtima wa phamphu komanso njara ndi njara udamulephera Bulu 
wofikafika.
Khaleni Khaleni nkhandwe ija idakomananso ndi Bulu uja.  
Atakumana adayamba kudzudzulana chifukwa cha chiwembu 
chija. Koma nkhandwe mwa kuchenjera idalangiza Buluyo kuti 
sadakayenera kuthawa .Mkango udamudumphira chifukwa udali 
okondwa kumuona ndikuti wapeza bwenzi umalifuna kwambiri.
Tsoka ilo, Bulu uja adanyengekanso ndikupitiriranso limodzi 
kwa mkangowo. Ndipo onse atafika nkhandwe idakhalira 
pambuyo ndipo mwamwayi mkango sudapupulume. kenaka 
mkango udangoti pa khosi la bulu gwi, basi Bulu adafera 
pomwepo.
Mkango kuti uziyamba kudya nkhandwe idauza mkangowo kuti 
kudya osasamba sikwabwino, Nkhandwe idauza mkangowo kuti 
ukasambe ndipo ilondera nyamayo. Mkango utapita kumtsinje 
nkhandwe idagogomola mutu wa Bulu nkudyamo bongobose 
kenako idavundikira mutuwo bwinobwino osaonekanso kuti ndi 
osweka.
Nkhandwe idathamangira kudya bongobo chifukwa imaukonda 
koposa ziwalo zina zonse za nyama ya bulu.
Mkango utamaliza kusamba, naonso maganizo ake adali 
woti uyambe kudya bongo. Utafika udathokoza nkhandweyo 
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chifukwa udali ndi thukuta polimbana  ndi Bulu uja koti kunali 
kwabwino kuyamba kukasamba. Kenako udayesa kuswa mutu 
uja ndipo sudavutike  chifukwa mutuwo unali utasweka kale. 
Koma powona sudapezemo bongo, mkango mopsa mtima 
udafusa nkhandwe  kuti bongo buli kuti. Poyankha nkhandwe 
idauza mkangowo kuti Bulu sakhala ndi Bongo, ndipo 
nkhandwe idati kudakakhala kuti Bulu amakhala ndi bongo 
sakadabwereranso kwa mkangowo.
Ndi chifukwa chake nkhandwe imati bulu alibe bongo.
Ndipo ndi mmene nkhandweyo idafotokozera za nkhaniyi 
mkango udafika pogoma ndi kukhulupirira kuti zowona buluyo 
sakadabvomera kubweranso.
Mkango udavomereza pokumbukira mawu aja woti, 
mphechepeche mwa njobvu sadutsamo kawiri.
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This Is Not Me
“This is just a mere nightmare 
of me”

Second year stu-
dent at chanco.

Malawi cries that it 
is not what it was 

supposed to be af-
ter independence.

by Brenda Loius

I am a copy of me
The reflection in the mirror
I am a shadow
The real me is dead

1964 promised to make my territories strong
This is not me
The one I visioned
The one I expected
The one I have to be

This is just a mere nightmare of me
A horror movie perhaps
This is not me
They never included theft when they said 
they will build me

eL-09-16@CC.AC.MW
0999408770

ABSTRACT
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Long and mean fingers cannot build me
Killings and abductions of my own people cannot make me strong
Empty bellies cannot reason
Inconsiderate souls cab never put me to mind

This is not me
This is my shadow
This is my reflection in the mirror
This, is not what I was supposed to be

Open locked doors
Stiff soft hands
Empty heavy brains
Hard hearts
Blind seats on platforms

Dry mouths
Hollow eyes
Hopeless souls
Blind souls
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Voices
“Overseeing my life into a ruin 
of fast memories”

Every person has voices 
(good or bad) which guide 

him. 
The persona in the poem 
laments the fact that *the 
bad voice* (symbolically 

the devil) torments him day 
and night and rest to him is 

almost nonexistent. 

This poem reflects on what 
many people encounter but 
do not realise that there are 

such voices that rule their 
lives. To grow conscious of 
such voices is the first step 
everyman needs to master 

himself

These are the voices in me
Little people aboding within
Terrifying me to the liver (river)
Overflowing from fear
With inaudible rattling voices
Streaming down like tears
To water malice from deep within

These are the voices ruling me
Like a ruler burnt and gorged on the 
edges
Drawing a deformed path
Into my future.
A ruler corrupted with vice and…
And living with his viceroys
Overseeing my life into a ruin of fast 
memories
Cabled in spider’s cobweb.

Min ulla feum in henim iureetue 
tat, ver aute vercil iril cons nus 

solesto dolor. 
jonathanbilly@yaoo.com

ABSTRACT
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A student at chan-
cellor college so 
passionate about 
writing. To him, 

writing and read-
ing form another 

self existing with-
in.

By Jonas Zaithwa Chisi

POEM
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The most popular

These are the little people in me
Asking the obvious questions
The rhetoric mwandionera pati?
While living tall lives
In the darkness sipping the juices 
Of my tomorrow
Growing short in the light
While digging roots of my miserable past

These are the voices
The little people
That live in my dreams
Every night surfing in my unconscious
Whispering incognito voices
Wrapped in air of malice
Hate and death.
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On Understranding 
and Knowledge
“People can only stop trying to 
understand and thus stop knowl-
edge formation and develop-
ment.”

Digital artist, and 
philoopher who is 

so passionate about 
knowledge and  and 

digital technolgy

Reflection on the 
importance of 

understanding  and 
knowledge

By James Chimaimba

Knowledge is a product of 
understanding. Throughout history, 

understanding has proven to be a key 
component in its formation. Understanding 
influences concepts and ideas to be fully 
examined and mastered thus forming 
knowledge.
 The above argument can be understood fully 
through this example. It is a fact that in this 
world there was a time when there was no 
mathematics as a discipline. Some people had 
to understand various concepts and ideas on 
shapes and symbols. After years of refining, 
scrutinizing and examining such shapes 
and symbols, they came up with consistent 

Min ulla feum in henim iureetue tat, ver aute 
vercil iril cons nus solesto dolor. 

jonathanbilly@yaoo.com

ABSTRACT

CONTACT

BIO

PHILOSOPHY
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methods, analogies and deductions- which became a stand-alone 
knowledge. These are what we call mathematics today! 
Understanding produces knowledge. It has generated some of 
the most valuable knowledge in the world. However, one thing 
is clear; if understanding precedes knowledge then a possibility 
of creating knowledge is very high as long as understanding is 
applied. As of today there are many concepts and ideas which 
have not been examined or cross examined yet. These ideas 
have the potential of harboring some kinds of useful knowledge. 
If man can apply understanding on such ideas and concepts 
it is possible to unlock some new knowledge. Therefore, it is 
very important for people to strive to achieve understanding 
of particular things so that new knowledge can be formed and 
the old one be improved. This is the basis of development and 
civilization. 
Knowledge is unlimited. People can only stop trying to 
understand and thus stop knowledge formation and development. 
If knowledge is not updated or new knowledge introduced, 
its time passes away and ignorance and immorality take 
over. Consequently, people suffer and many things collapse- 
as knowledge, which is the foundation of civilization and 
development, is downgraded. 
Thus, when people suppress understanding, knowledge can 
remain hidden and bring devastating effects. Countries and 
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people who have a work ethic of relentlessly trying to apply 
understanding to things create more and new knowledge become 
better than those that do not. This knowledge results in more and 
new products which improve life. 
Those who very much like to receive, to be given or copy find it 
hard to create new knowledge because they lack understanding. 
They only receive and rely on the knowledge from others. In 
such situations stagnation is prevalent, more resources are lost 
and solutions are very hard to find. Even problems that require 
common sense are difficult to solve.
 Some knowledge, when not properly managed, reaches the point 
that instead of doing good it does bad. For example, when the 
knowledge of law is compromised, it brings injustice to people 
instead of bringing justice. Likewise, rules, instead of regulating 
people they can hurt the people. Systems that are made to keep 
money safe can lose money over and over again without proper 
explanations.
 So, it is important for people to try seeking understanding, for it 
helps to locate strengths and weaknesses so that man can build 
up something. For people who have some kind of knowledge 
and are using it, it is important for them to always seek new 
understanding of such knowledge. Without it, the knowledge of 
what they are doing can even expire or other people can come up 
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with a better one and overtake them. There have been so many 
companies and institutions that have collapsed just because their 
knowledge expired. The industry did not need them anymore! 
Let us seek understanding to gain better knowledge and propel 
ourselves to the future; for better and meaningful development 
of the world.
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The Age of 
Inspiration Quotes
“A people that seek to inspire but 
are not inspired”

Poem by Emmanuel Mtema

Many are those that pen but few live what 
they write
Seeking to look fine but deep down failing to 
fight
Being weaklings in reality yet on paper 
looking the might
Picking up fights and arguments, not knowing 
whom they fight
A multitude that do not know what is right
A people that seek to inspire but are not 
inspired
Seeking to justify while not justified
Qualifying other’s efforts they themselves 
being disqualified

265881172156
mexarly@gmail.com

ABSTRACT

CONTACT

BIO

POEM

A science teacher at 
St. Patrick’s Interna-

tional Academy in 
Blantyre, Malawi. He 

is interested in writ-
ing and mostly writes 

gospel teaching which 
he publishes on his 
facebook page; Ka-

supe devotion.
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Zaulere 
art by Fabiano

Zampira
art by Fabiano
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Martin Chrispine 
Juwa is a Malawian 
poet. Currently, he 

writes from Lilongwe, 
the capital of

Malawi. Profession-
ally, he is a teacher of 
History and Literature 
in Secondary School. 

He writes
about poverty, poli-

tics, love and nature. 
His works have ap-
peared in Best New 
African Poets 2018 

Anthology and Nthan-
da Review.

The battle between 
the mind of a poet 
and a piece of pa-

per

by Martin Chrispine Juwa

chrisjuwa@gmail.com
0991218040

ABSTRACT

CONTACT

BIO

POEM

The Poet
Rhymes chuckle as 
they pass by

His words jump in the air
Rhymes chuckle as they pass by
Ink dripping wisdom and truth
Smiling, 
The poet leans forward; 
He stares on the lines he’s just conceived 
With deep bright eyes 
And a sigh straight out of the heart
That feeling,
Of 
‘All this shall come to pass’
As he reads to the wind the beauty of life
He has just created.



Breaking the addiction As a nation thinks A broken vessel

Why are some prayers 
not answered

finding  a right mar-
riage partner

When a man catches 
the fire of God

Where is God

The unique you

BOOKS BY ATANAZIO MKUNDIKA
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The Road of no Return
“It took him a million years to 
step into the road of no return. 
Indeed there was no return.” 

an allegory which depicts an 
unnamed person who has just 

been released from prison and he 
is travelling in the same road as 

every other person. This road has 
many rules but two that prevail 

are that once a person steps into 
it “there is no turning back” (just 
the way time behaves) and there 

is no rest allowed.

This character though is a pity-
show in sight of his friends 

because he lives on begging, 
his clothes are tattered, his self 

confidence is gone and his walk 
is so miserable that almost all his 

friends surpass him. He is also 
greatly manipulated by his other 

friends and he loses his brains by 
the close of the story (which by 

the way does not mark the end of 
the story...)

He stood in amazement. He was not sure 
to take the first step or not. He had to. 

‘Yes, I have to’.
He straggled within himself. The black and 
white part within his head fought so hard. He 
was a black person.
It took him a million years to step into the 
road of no return. Indeed there was no return. 
The reluctance had paid. Maybe yes. He was 
not sure.
‘Hie’
‘Hie’ he replied back. No long conversation 
ever took place in the wee hours of the 
journey.
He could see people overtake him. He walked 
at snails’ pace. He was growing tired.
New people. Strangers. Some white as 
snow. Some dark as coal. All sorts of people 
crowded the road of no return. Many laughed. 
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Chanted. Screamed in awe. He walked quietly with no friend. 
Just a few hie’s. Hie.  Hie back.
The conflict within himself grew so intense. He was unsure if 
he was himself anymore. Only fifty four days or so had passed. 
To him each day seemed a year long. He had a lot to fight than 
to smile about. His clothes were torn. Hunger was at his mercy. 
Many felt sorry for him. Sometimes heavy rains would soak him 
up. Sun’s heat would scotch his bare bald. 
‘Have a hat here please’
‘Take this wool cloth to protect you from this cold of snow’
Take this take that. Chit chat.
All the friends seemed so kind to him. Some of them were his 
fellow prisoners while others were the warders and others still 
the lords of the prisons; the owner of the prisoners. All were 
headed in the road of no return. He wondered…
He started feeling the white and black matters in his head fight 
again. But he was out of the prison. It no longer mattered. He 
thought and went on.
The sun sometimes would rise too high. Darkness sometimes 
would mask his face way too much. He had already crossed one 
river. He heard that there were so many rivers to cross ahead. 
How many he didn’t know but there were many rivers. The only 
thing he was sure of was that there was no going back. 
Before he crossed the first river he would see many prisons along 
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the road. He saw some people being released. It was always a 
sorry scene. But all the people had surpassed him. The new and 
old alike. Everyone was ahead. He no longer cared. 
He hustled within himself. One eye would look at the other with 
rage. One arm would rock horns with the other. One leg would 
trip over the other. He tripped. Woke up then trip again. 
It went on. He went on. The misery went on. 
The terrors within his head of darkness were innumerable. 
He would fetch for a drink but all the taps along the road had 
forgotten to trickle water. The wells were dry, valleys cracked. 
He heard of tales of oil wells which ancient people with 
potbellies licked and sipped from with much disapproval of the 
community. But they were people of potbellies. People with 
huge heights. People as tall as the sapitwa peak. Despite all those 
stories banging in his head of darkness, he still dragged himself 
along the way. There was no turning back.
The journey was never going to end. He had to rest. But the rules 
never allowed a rest. Each tick on the clock counted. But this 
time he had to rest. He was the last person anyway. He sat there 
hopelessly. His eyes staring at the blank sky. The sky with no 
electric-stars to shoot light into the night.
Last time people saw him he was still crowded within the black 
and white matter. All the terrors-black and white, fears and 
regrets had finally burst out of his head. 
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The Hedge

 “Between us within our hearts”

Recollections, flaws, 
collusions and com-

punctions in life

I remember the hedge,
The scent, the shade, 
The beauty, the moonlight.
I remember clasped hearts
Sweet voices as if from the wind
Falling like manna from heaven 
I remember lice of love whispering
Between us within our hearts 
Nothing came to pass
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